Welcome to the Parmer County Junior Livestock Show

Band Concert Slated Here Wednesday Night

Column...
WASHINGTON AND
"Small Business"
By C. WILSON HARDER

The AMERICAN WAY

Austin - Washington Comments
Senator Lyndon Johnson
Reports from Capitol (Senator Lyndon B. Johnson, who is the author of the weekly report on happenings in the capital written in the light of Texas and Texas affairs) has been interested in Washington of the administration dealing with a variety of issues including the economy, foreign policy, and civil rights. In this section, he discusses the recent events and provides insights on the current political climate.

THE FRIORONIA STAR
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The Frionia Star

Editorial - May 1953

"A vigilant press has made the American people less interested in the world."

Monday Morning Musings

Ever wonder if the “Town Hall” meetings are just a giant grape vine? Yes, the grape vine of gossip. Recent rumors and rumors are propagated throughout the Southern “Town Hall” Association, and we would like to explore the possibilities of occurring those programs here in Frionia.

World Affairs and National Affairs are promoted by most well-known people at Panhandle State, Col. Austin, Col. Chadbourne, Dave Dickerson, William Ricketts, Kilborn, H.B. Garthright, Marlin Dicks and some twenty others.

Interviews, stories and journalism is covered by most interesting people as Panhandle State Col. Tinsley, Col. Robert Wooten, Dr. R.S. Judd, Panhandle Press, etc.

And for the sheer entertainment of Monte Bresnahan and the others, there are some ocasional stories and jokes among which we feel so strongly.

Quoting from the publisher, the Ashburn, “There is a great deal of interest on the part of the Chamber of Commerce to stimulate those people those interested in supporting our cause. People are looking for those people supporting those causes against those people, and wonder where they are going in such a potential market. They are looking for something new and something old.”

Another issue that this newspaper appears to cover is "a man's right to be left alone." This is a question that is asked in all places.

I don't believe in a man's right to be left alone. We are the best informed in the world."

FRIONA - GATEWAY TO THE IRRIGATION BELT

PANHANDLE PRESS ASSOCIATION

5 YEARS OF GOOD CITIZENSHIP AND PUBLIC SERVICE

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Farm Bureau Report

BY RALPH SMITH

Leaders from Governor And Miller Missouri at the recent Missouri State Convention in Springfield have been tasked to help define vital aspects of the Farm Bureau's public relations strategy. The Farm Bureau in Missouri is an important force in the national political landscape. Missouri Farm Bureau members have been among the most vocal in the national effort to stem the tide of liberal influence on Capitol Hill. The Farm Bureau's position is that "we can make a difference." Mr. Beiler wrote recently that "the Farm Bureau is a public relations tool." This statement is accurate. However, it is not true that the Farm Bureau is a public relations tool. The Farm Bureau is a political organization.

The Farm Bureau is making a difference. They are making a difference by-products. They are making a difference in Washington. They are making a difference in Missouri. They are making a difference in the world. They are making a difference in the future.

Electric cooking is a flavorful and appealing approach to cooking, with the added benefit of being more cost-effective than traditional methods. Electric cooking can be achieved through various methods, including electric stoves, electric ovens, and electric grills. The benefits of electric cooking include energy efficiency, easy cleanup, and the ability to adjust the heat and temperature to suit individual preferences.
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**Welcome Friends to the Junior Livestock Show**

**YEAR AGO**

We Purchased the

**Frisonia Motor Co.**

Advertising a Policy of

- Personally Supervised Service
- Fair Dealings in Every Transaction
- Full Stock of Parts to Serve our Customers

That Policy Has Been our Watchword Ever Since and Your Response Has Been Most Gratifying

---

**GE Appliances**

- Television Sets
- Deep Freezers
- Refrigerators
- Washers
- Stoves

**New and Used Cars and Trucks**

Dempster Listers and Planters

**DEARBORN FARM EQUIPMENT - FORD TRACTORS**

**GILLIARD FUNERAL HOME**

131 E 2nd St., Hereford

**PHONES**

Day — 9-08

Night — 9-16

Funeral Directors — Ambulance Service

WANT TO SELECT A LOCATION?

---

**Frisonia Motor Co.**

**Jim Baxter**

Owned by Hometown Boys

**Oscar Baxter**

---

**Gathered From Page 3**

**WALTER ROGERS**

There are steadfast and strongest of anyplace in the U. S. Y.

By simple arithmetic you can deduced on this letter. Kitty Hawk N. C., because winds add up to a net gain of one in every two minutes, and one every nine seconds, one death every nine seconds. The population of this country, according to the Department of Defense in this country jumping on this country thinks that the United States may not divulge the information at present exemption raise of $1,000. Some of the weapons times before taking a survey.

---

**Gathered From Page 2**

**R. G. KRAFT**

There are steadfast and strongest of anyplace in the U. S. Y.

By simple arithmetic you can deduced on this letter. Kitty Hawk N. C., because winds add up to a net gain of one in every two minutes, and one every nine seconds, one death every nine seconds. The population of this country, according to the Department of Defense in this country jumping on this country thinks that the United States may not divulge the information at present exemption raise of $1,000. Some of the weapons times before taking a survey.

---

**Gathered From Page 1**

**F. G. SHERMAN**

There are steadfast and strongest of anyplace in the U. S. Y.

By simple arithmetic you can deduced on this letter. Kitty Hawk N. C., because winds add up to a net gain of one in every two minutes, and one every nine seconds, one death every nine seconds. The population of this country, according to the Department of Defense in this country jumping on this country thinks that the United States may not divulge the information at present exemption raise of $1,000. Some of the weapons times before taking a survey.
Greetings
Club Members

We'll See You at the Junior Livestock Show!

WE INVITE YOU

visit your neighbors at Friona this weekend, renewing old acquaintances and enjoying a weekend of Good Fellowship

to...consider Parmer County Implement Company as Your Headquarters EVERY week, where you'll find the entire staff sincerely interested in your welfare as a farmer or livestock raiser and as a good citizen of Parmer County

to...consider your farm machinery and general operations just as carefully as you tend your livestock when grooming them for the show.

PARMER COUNTY
Implement Co.
Friona
Manager of High Plains Water District Lauds Committeemen

K. P. A. N.

Radio Log

About the Home Featured:

This home is most attractive within, as well as from the outside; it contains three bedrooms, a den and one and one-half baths. And the women exclaim over the convenience of the utility room. The home is heated with the Climatic Heat-Air heating system you've heard so much of. We are thrilled to say that this is one of the nicest new homes of Friona we have ever seen.

We Salute the Owners Who Saw Fit to Purchase Material at Home from Plains Hardware and Furniture

Satisfied Subscribers Say the Star is Superior

4 powerful reasons why you get more of what you want...

1953 Chevrolet Advance-Design Trucks do more work for less money!

The Beautiful Modern Home of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Crow
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No other light trucks have all this

You don't expect pole-pole agility out of a truck this size. But the new GMC's have it.

You'd like to have passenger-car ease and economy on the highway—and you'll get it from the new GMC's.

For there are two great advances that step the new GMC's ahead of all previous truck performance:

One: Dual-Ranger Hydra-Matic Drive—the fully automatic shift with 3 speeds for traffic & 8 for the open road—available on 8 models through the 1-1/2 and 1-ton capacity range.

Two: a new line of engines of program design, with compression ratios of 7.5 to 1 and 8.0 to 1—the method of any successful race engine ever built. Here's the power of our proven supercharger—boosting response and better mileage too. And all of this is squeezed from regular 22 gallon tank capacity.

Many chassis advances, too, add to the extra-value features that make GMC's point for point, the biggest single step in truck design for over 10 years.

They have stamina beyond their size, easier and at the lowest over-all cost. New GMG's will do your job better, as well as in the heavier lines.

GMG's, point for point, the biggest single step in truck design for over 10 years.

They have stamina beyond their size, easier and at the lowest over-all cost. New GMG's will do your job better, as well as in the heavier lines.
Your Share in America Is Growing Bigger!

The Junior Livestock Show held here annually calls to our attention how in all reality the youth of our community is assuming greater responsibilities, achieving greater accomplishments, and contributing more in the American way of life each day.

The lessons they are learning in their practical feeding programs, in the better breeding field and in the plain economic aspects of the game - making their project pay off - these lessons are typical of the democratic Free Enterprise System that we nurture.

It will be up to these youths to carry onward this American Heritage of Free Enterprise, and we believe the responsibility could be placed in no better hands than our local youth.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE EXHIBITORS AND TO THE LEADERS IN THIS GROWING LIVESTOCK SHOW!

OUR BANK IS PROUD TO WORK WITH YOU IN HELPING TO ACCOMPLISH THESE DREAMS, AND IN THE REALIZATION OF YOUR LIFE'S DREAMS.

WE HOPE YOU WILL CONTINUE TO CALL UPON US AT ANY TIME FOR ASSISTANCE AND SINCEREST COUNSEL.

Welcome Visitors

Officers, Directors, Employees of the...

Friona State Bank
Believe it or Not...

Classified Advertising Will Bring Results When Nothing Else Will

Try One Next Week in The Friona Star

Greetings Exhibitors and Visitors

To the Parmer County Junior Livestock Show Friday and Saturday in Friona

NO... BONEMEAL in VIT-A-WAY

Rich in Minerals and Vitamins “More than Just a Mineral Mix”

VIT-A-WAY has never and does not now contain BONE MEAL. imported or domestic!

Only VIT-A-WAY Mineral Vitamin Supplement offers you the improved SEALING and COATING process to protect against Chemical Reactions and Oxidation of MINERAL and VITAMIN Elements.

VIT-A-WAY supplies a masterly blend of Minerals and Vitamins to your animal in required amounts... to help correct nutritional disturbances and supply deficiencies.

VIT-A-WAY AIDS:

- Better coat, Lends and Horn growth
- Increase Milk
- Faster growth
- Better Health

BALANCE YOUR FEED

BALANCE YOUR GRASSES with VIT-A-WAY

With grasses and grains varying so widely in MINERAL and VITAMIN contents... VIT-A-WAY, THE AMAZING BALANCER.

Costs So Little - Does So Much SEE YOUR DEALER TODAY

See Us For Certified Seeds

SANTA FE GRAIN COMPANY

FRIONA

Scott Meetings TROOP IV

Nut Brown, Troop 4, at Troop 4 meeting the Pecos Valley Council Troop held on Tuesday evening in the Friona Community Center. The following Troop leaders were served: Marko Maple

Three present were Frances McCarty, Mrs. Jo Hay, Peggy Duggal, Peggy Wagman, Jean Parker, Etta Hough, Bessie Johnson, Shirley Bogzynski, Frances Jackson, Olga Ball, Pat Church, Adrianne Hallow, Kay Kirk, Carol Orvill, Frances McCarty, and Leona Smith.

TROOP V

At the regular meeting Monday afternoon the Officers for the 1953-54 year were elected. WEBSTON FRANCES DOROTHY LONG LAVONNA JUANITA MILLIE EMILY MARY STEPHANIE

GREETINGS EXHIBITORS AND VISITORS

Bullworm Control Urged

By Commissioner White

All cotton farmers of Pecos County are urged by Agricultural Commissioner John R. White to cooperate this season in the annual phase of a program aimed at preventing the spread of the dreaded pink bollworm in Texas.

Commissioner White recommends that only sterilized or fumigated seed be planted by the growers in order to prevent the spread of this pest. Fumigating stations are being set up at 30 to 40 places designated by county agents in order to aid in checking the spread of this insect which the state's leading insect exterminator.

The life of Jesse Chisholm was the theme of a paper presented by Mrs. T. E. Lovett at the meeting of the Friona Women. Club, Friday afternoon. Mrs. Lovett gave a talk on “Texas History,” and Mrs. O. F. Lange read the report that she will give President of the Club.

The life of Jesse Chisholm was the theme of a paper presented by Mrs. T. E. Lovett at the meeting of the Friona Women. Club, Friday afternoon. Mrs. Lovett gave a talk on “Texas History,” and Mrs. O. F. Lange read the report that she will give President of the Club.
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We're Glad We Had A Port by Suppy ying

VIT-A-WAY

IN THE FEEDING PROGRAM

for many of these Prize Animals
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ATTEND - SUPPORT - BUY
COUNTY JR. LIVESTOCK SHOW
SATURDAY AT THE FRIONA BARNs

Friona’s Annual Livestock Exposition will get underway next Saturday with officials expecting another good show that promises to top the record set last year.

County Agent Joe Jones, general-superintendent, predicts that the visiting public will not be disappointed in either entries or judging and invites all interested persons to join in this gala event.

SATURDAY AT THE FRIONA BARNs

We note with pride and pleasure... 

BETTER LIVESTOCK
Is Produced by Our Farmer County Youth!

BETTER MACHINERY
Is Produced by Minneapolis Moline of Course!
in as much as our state is and
is worth only about 43 cents, and
bies.”
icated principally to construction
clared, “when Texans can get full
adopted by the association’s exec­
a year road program which is ded­
state to an additional $100,000,000
C. H. Davis of
“Time is coming,” Davis de­
Both Smith and C. H. Davis of
said the rural mailman’s
letter carriers
apparently gives little thought to
getting the Texas farmer and the

In as much as our road dollar
Smith said the rural mailman’s
mailmen feel that Texas should
$100 million a year on Texas roads
for expenditure of an additional

Highways between big cities at the
half-billion dollar road program
gram.

blad, here’s how: Dissolve 1

preserved and protected as it is,
and that we demonstrate our efforts
so expanding our ground road
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Rural Carriers Would
Postpone Hi-way Plan
Wilson C. Smith of Parmer,
president of the Texas Rural Left
Mailmen’s Association, has said that
his group is supporting the na­
tional association’s decision to with­
draw from the nationwide Hi-way
movement.

Both Smith and C. H. Davis of
said the letter carriers
abandoned the movement after
many years to come,
“Therefore, be it resolved: That
BLANTON
Says...

‘WELCOME NEIGHBOR’
To The
JUNIOR LIVESTOCK SHOW

Make Our Firm Your Headquarters In Friona
This Week-end and Every Day!
in the spring a young man's fancy turns to the fair sex, the preteen soul. In the spring the delightful girls turn to implement for his herd ofsteers, and the greater love of the mining town, and masses gather numerously with winter, death, and other troubles for back into the limbs of things to spring.

At Port with Monges these things are

 kicked to the street, the horse

 and get into high gear for the

 week in over a month.

 Sharing the sprawl with the

 lumber dealers, near the East

 bent market, those 1000 sheep, and

 buyers greedy for the lucy, and

 better than 600 of them were pre-

 vious Sunday buyers. This week was

 v ery slow getting underway as heavy

 fed strong prices, and abundance

 price for sharply higher prices.

 In the end the old crop hand

 and the buyer for the steer and

 lasted drew, coming to 11 to 12

 heavier prices. Young lambs drew

 at 32.50, and spring lambs topped

 at 134, while those 600 hand sales

 at 52.50. Some older buyers Soden,

 drew 10 to 15, to choose the

 advance. Old ewes drew 8 to 13.

 Mixed yearlings and more sales

 at 134 to 13.

 Steer calves were reported from

 Stocker buyers, and breed overall 8 to

 kind drew 33. Eicker sales of the

 good sort around 2g to 18, and in

 feeder sales were fixed 38 to 11.40

 down. Eicker lots at 12.30.

 The even drew 14 to 12.54, and

 calendar and sellers sold for 18 to

 14.50, which was medium to small

 22 to 12.50, and average, and stock

 10 to 15, and common, and middle

 18.50 to 15.50. Cold drawn 10 to 13.

 Cold and choice for now and

 yellowed for 16.50 to 53, the

 top of 83 paid for some commer-

 cial for shown in the breed of experi-

 mental cattle from the Royal Re-

 member Farm, Citizens, and:

 grain to medium butcher sold for

 at 13 to 4.13.

 Sheep topped at 85 to 103.25, and

 some drew 48 to 102.40. Priced

 ranged from 6 to 14.

 ...307 New Features!

 New Model 8-105 Trucks. Truck and

 accessories. Other 8-105 models

 with SWP engine have been added.

 New International Trucks

 Laboratory-proved, Road-proved.

 From International's continuing pro-

 gram of truck research and develop-

 ment, there have come hundreds of

 exclusive features. The 307 new features in the New Interna-

 tional Trucks are laboratory-proved, road-proved.

 New — features you want in America's most

 complete trucks like 145 hard models. New

 — features in every 307, and many new

 — features not possible yet. New back-up

 — brake cylinders for better braking. New

 — suspension for maximum comfort. New

 — steering for improved control. New

 — engine for greater power. New

 — transmission for smoother shifting. New

 — cooling system for longer life. New

 — frame for greater strength. New

 — shock absorbers for smoother rides. New

 — truck bed for easier loading. New

 — cab design for better visibility. New

 — tire design for longer wear. New

 — exhaust system for quieter operation. New

 — fuel system for greater efficiency. New

 — lighting system for better visibility. New

 — seating for improved comfort. New

 — insulation for quieter rides. New

 — hood design for better cooling. New

 — panel design for easier maintenance. New

 — firewall design for better isolation. New

 — window design for improved visibility. New

 — dash design for better visibility. New

 — door design for easier entry. New

 — steering column design for improved comfort. New

 — window design for improved visibility. New

 — seat design for improved comfort. New

 — steering wheel design for improved comfort. New

 — instrument panel design for improved visibility. New

 — dash design for better visibility. New

 — hood design for better cooling. New

 — firewall design for better isolation. New

 — window design for improved visibility. New

 — seat design for improved comfort. New

 — steering wheel design for improved comfort. New

 — instrument panel design for improved visibility. New

 — dash design for better visibility. New

 — hood design for better cooling. New

 — firewall design for better isolation. New
Parr Declares Farmers Would Lose Heavily by Proposed Bill

Every tractor farmer in Parmer, the state Legislative, according to County will lose one-fourth of the farm income on the high benchlands, where the land is entirely or partly flooded, and that is what the new bill would mean, he added.

The amount of the refund would depend upon the number of acres of land on which the farmer was assessed.安娜·米歇尔斯

The money would be paid to the farmer for the loss incurred due to the flooding, and the farmer would then have to pay the tax on the remaining acres.

Stock Show Entries—

BARBEE DEPARTMENT

CROSSBREED ELEPHANT

RAYMOND PULVER

An exhibit in this division consists of one or more exhibits. 500 exhibits must furnish their own booth.

Premiums are: 1st best exhibit, $5.00; 2nd best exhibit, $2.50; 4th best exhibit, $1.50; 5th best exhibit, $1.00; 6th best exhibit, $0.50; 7th best exhibit, $0.00.